RUM

CONDE de CUBA

CONDE de CUBA

elixir

5 YEARS

APPEARANCE
Eye-cathcing amber
colour.

APPEARANCE
An outstanding golden rum.

AROMA
Distinctive sweet smell
that reminds of sugar
cane.
PALATE
Deep and smooth taste
on the palate, creating an
extraordinary bouquet.

AROMA
Notes of orange, floral notes
and hints of smoked oak.
PALATE
Smooth on the palate. It
offers vanilla aromas with
hints of orange peel.

£2.70

£3.00

ABV. 32%

ABV. 38%

CONDE de CUBA

CONDE de CUBA

7 YEARS

11 YEARS

APPEARANCE
Caramel colour with slight
amber hues.

APPEARANCE
Amber colour darkened by
prolonged ageing.

AROMA
Presents and exquisite
and balanced scent that
combines intense and
unforgettable vanilla
aroma.

AROMA
Good helpings of thick, rich
caramel and sweet fruits orange segments and dried
cherry.

PALATE
Essence of sugarcane and
a long lasting finish.

£3.50

INCLUDING
ABV. 38%
38% MIXER
ABV.

PALATE
Quite nutty at first, though
the fruit notes swiftly return.

£4.50
INCLUDING MIXER

£4.00
ABV. 38%

CONDE de CUBA

15 YEARS

APPEARANCE
Caramel colour with slight
amber hues.
AROMA
Presents and exquisite
and balanced scent that
combines intense and
unforgettable vanilla
aroma.
PALATE
Essence of sugarcane and
a long lasting finish.

£7.20
ABV. 38%

ZACAPA 23
A truly superb Guatemalan
rum, blended using the
solera system. Sublime
stuff. Matured in a mix of
bourbon and sherry casks.
AROMA
Very sweet and nutty,
honey and chocolate. Dark
brown sugar, gentle smoke.
Pipe tobacco.
PALATE
Very sweet and soft. Dark
brown sugar, molasses,
rounded, so gentle!

ZACAPA

EDICION NEGRA
Aged in double charred
American oak barrels,
resulting in smoky
elements coming through
the thick brown sugar and
chocolate notes.
Tasting Notes
Coffee bean, cocoa, fiery
cinnamon, wafts of smoky
barrel char and runny
caramel.

£4.50
ABV. 40%

£7.25
ABV. 43%

ZACAPA XO

CALICHE

An incredible extra old
rum, which picks up
awards wherever it goes.

Clean balance of vanilla
flavour with a hint of
oak followed by notes of
caramel.

AROMA
Calves leather, brown
sugar, molasses, bourbon,
hints of cedar, pipe
tobacco, fruit, chocolate
and brandy butter.
PALATE
Absolutely amazing
intensity with waves
of soft brown sugar,
toffee, spicy oak,
cedar and pipe
tobacco.

Perfect on the rocks with
a splash of lime.
Blends well with standard
mixers, in any rum
cocktails and artisanal
drinks.

£9.25

£3.60

ABV. 40%

ABV. 40%

VANÛA

BAYOU spiced

Artisanal blend of several
old rum of Fiji. Well
balanced, full-bodied,
seductive and intense. A
complex and sophisticated
taste and flavor.

A spiced rum inspired by
the flavours of Louisiana!
Featuring a selection of
Louisiana-grown spices at
its core, this lip-smacking
tipple is suitable for
sipping neat or enjoying
with your favourite mixer.

Exceptional roundness
and complexity with
remarkable notes of fresh
cut sugar cane and oak, as
well as a delicate touch of
bitter chocolate.

£3.00
ABV. 40%

Rounded vanilla, with a
kick of allspice and chewy
apricot behind it.

£2.70
ABV. 40%

HAVANA CLUB

PAMPERO

7 YEARS

ANIVERSARIO

The first Havana Club
expression intended for
sipping. Also makes a
beautiful cocktail...

A delicious dark rum from
Ron Pampero, Pampero
Aniversario is made
in continuous stills in
Venezuela.

AROMA
Sweet and buttery with
intermingled notes of
toffee, honeycomb and
coffee, a little spice and
dried peels with notes of
orchard fruits and biscuits.

It’s full-bodied and highly
fruity, with a terrifically
smooth, persistent finish.

PALATE
Full and rich with notes
of cigar box, particularly
the cedar wood thereof,
guava and banana leaf
with more toffee.

£2.70

£3.00

ABV. 40%

ABV. 40%

LEGENDARIO

DON Q

ELIXIR DE CUBA

CRISTAL

Legendario’s Elixir De
Cuba is created using
a blend of aged Cuban
rum and raisin extracts
and brought down to
34% ABV. A light, relaxed
punch, perfect for a warm
summer evening.

The Don Q Cristal is made
using multiple distillation
method to achieve its
desired flavour profile,
and allowed to rest in
American oak barrels to
help boost its smooth
character. Great for use in
cocktails.

The Elixir has a wonderful
sweet flavor of raisin
without being too sickly.
VERY smooth alone or on
ice and fantastic to mix.

AROMA
Light cinnamon and
nutmeg. Perhaps a touch
of white chocolate.
PALATE
Huge fruit notes appear
here. Pineapple and a very
subtle hint of citrus.

£3.00

£2.70

ABV. 34%

ABV. 40%

BRUGAL

barcelÓ

AÑEJO

AÑEJO

Brugal Anejo is a 5 year old
Dominican rum.

Dominican Republic brand
Ron Barceló distilled
by Alcoholes Finos
Dominicanos. They use
100% sugar cane juice
from the country for
their distillation. Aged in
used American bourbon
barrels, vertically stacked,
which are scraped and recharred in between uses.

The nose is full of caramel
and dark brown sugar,
buttery toffee and a
little spice with pepper
and vanilla. The palate
is smooth and rich and
rather dry with buttery
spice notes and dark
sugar, a little oak. The
finish is of good length
with dark sugar.

Nose: Spicy and toasty
with notes of dry oak,
marasca cherries, hints of
butterscotch and cedar.
Palate: A tangy, caramelrich palate with cocoa
butter a little youthful oak
and spice.
Finish: Spiced and sweet
with creamy chocolate.

£2.70

£2.70

ABV. 38%

ABV. 37.5%
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